JOURNALS

- Advertising & Society Quarterly
- Black Camera
- Canadian Journal of Film Studies / Revue canadienne d'études cinématographiques
- Film & History: An Interdisciplinary Journal
- Film History: An International Journal
- Framework: The Journal of Cinema and Media
- Hitchcock Annual
- Inks: The Journal of the Comics Studies Society
- JCMS: Journal of Cinema and Media Studies
- Jewish Film & New Media: An International Journal
- Journal of Asia-Pacific Pop Culture
- Journal of Film and Video
- Journal of Religion and Popular Culture
- Latin American Music Review
- Mechademia: An Annual Forum for Anime, Manga & the Fan Arts
- Music and the Moving Image
- Music, Sound, and the Moving Image
- NINE: A Journal of Baseball History and Culture
- Science Fiction Film and Television
- Studies in American Humor
- Studies in Latin American Popular Culture
- The Moving Image
- The Velvet Light Trap
- Journal of Sports Media
- Journal of Sport History
FOR INSTRUCTORS

WITH MUSE, OUR BOOKS AND JOURNALS SUPPORT YOUR COURSEWORK:

Transform your syllabus with stable links to course content
Link to articles, book reviews & chapters.
Email links directly to your students
Search books and journals on the same platform

LET MUSE HOST YOUR JOURNAL

Journals can be subscription or fully open access
Marketing and sales support puts your journal in front of the right readers
Now with new streamlined pricing

BOOK PUBLISHERS

MUSE offers scholarly books that cover Pop Culture Studies from distinguished publishers including:

- Amsterdam University Press
- Cornell University Press
- Duke University Press
- Hong Kong University Press, HKU
- Indiana University Press
- Johns Hopkins University Press
- Michigan State University Press
- MIT Press
- NYU Press
- Penn State University Press
- Princeton University Press
- Rutgers University Press
- Southern Illinois University Press
- State University of New York Press
- Temple University Press
- The Ohio State University Press
- The University of Alabama Press
- The University of North Carolina Press
- The University Press of Kentucky
- University of California Press
- University of Hawai’i Press
- University of Illinois Press
- University of Iowa Press
- University of Michigan Press
- University of Minnesota Press
- University of Nebraska Press
- University of Texas Press
- University of Wisconsin Press
- University Press of Kansas
- University Press of Mississippi
- Utah State University Press
- Wayne State University Press
- Wilfrid Laurier University Press

Project MUSE for POP CULTURE STUDIES

Now and Always, The Trusted Content Your Research Requires

2715 N.Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland
21218 USA
+1-410-516-6989

Built on the Johns Hopkins University Campus